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to Bailey Meter Company‘; a corporation-1‘ of" 
Delaware 
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31451892; Dividediwand this application August 
4, 1944; serialiNin 548,106 ‘ ' 

4" Claims. 

1 
lv'llhis inventionrelates. to. apparatus forfpurify 

in‘giandfeeding sample gas-to a- gas analyzer; 
rl‘fhe particular. object. of the present:1inven' 

ti'on; is to continuously provide. the‘ gas analyzer 
persewith. a substantially clean gas sample‘ for 
analysis therein. 

'> In the. drawings; 
‘Fig. 1 represents aniaspiratingifappar‘atiiséfor 

useiwith a- gas analyzer fortsupplyi'ng a continui-v 
ous gas sample thereto; ‘_ ‘ 

Fig. ‘2 represents a modi?ed form of sampling 
apparatus for continuously? supplying the‘! g'a‘s"'-~ 
analyzer withaga-s-sample, particularly wli‘ere‘ithe 
gas sample may; contain gaseous and solid con 
taminants. ,‘ , , g 

In‘ the use of my analyzer as“ disclosed and 
claimed in ‘my Patent No." 213581285" it’ is or‘priw 
mary importance that ‘gases'to be analy'z‘éd‘in my; 
apparatus be free from substances that'ma'yi'be‘" 
injurious to the vital working parts, as to de 
tectors and catalysts, and that such gases be fed 
in a constant, unvarying stream. Cases which 
tend to occlude or poison catalysts and detectors 
greatly shorten their utility, necessitating fre 
quent replacements. I have therefore devised a 
means for my apparatus of securing a proper 
sample of gas. I use the aspirating method of 
Fig. 1 for securing a continuous and proper gas 
sample to my analyzer where the exhaust gases 
are nearly entirely devoid of poisonous gases as 
sulphurous compounds and suspended solid mat 
ter. Such gases issue usually from gas and oil 
?red furnaces. Then, tapping such furnace at a 
representative point (not shown) the sample is 
sucked through pipe 65 of aspirator 66 by means 
of the aspirating effect of a stream of water issu 
ing from a nozzle 61 into a diverging cone 68. A 
pump 69 having a supply source 10 and the reser 
voir ‘H furnishes the water at a desired pressure. 
This mixture of gas and Water is then forced 
through numerous circumferential ori?ces 13 of a 
baille plate 12 in the flow path of the mixture and 
substantially at the foot of the aspirator cone 68. 
The level of reservoir ‘H is determined by an over 
?ow pipe 14 which leads into a gas tight cylinder 
15. The over?ow will also carry out any ?oating 
material rising to the surface of the reservoir 
whence it flows to waste through 15 and U-shaped 
pipe 16. Reservoir ‘H can be occasionally cleaned 
by means of valve 11 in pipe 13. The gas brought 
in by the water is forced through pipe 14 into 
cylinder 15 where its ?ow is reversed, causing it 
to further yield any entrained liquid it may have, 
then from cylinder 15 it ?ows out through pipe 
19 through a ?nal felt ?lter 80 to my analyzer. A 
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partibular advantageicft'rii's reciretuat‘ing aspirate; 
ing “typ'erqr gay-supplying» means is; the small" 
amount or'aucitibnai-fiesh- watee that is' needed? 

w V _ ‘ is the add‘ 

cumulatiorr oflr'e's‘ervdir' ‘H, and-'t-lli's'ssupplyis used“ 
fer 'its‘lqperatien. The ina‘i 

over‘v repeatedly. 
a. 3 . 

usewher'e' gases parry? sulbnurou‘s miiauresand‘ial 
good dear-or’ash.v The gasrsamplin'g pipe-e1‘ e'x'ér 
tends‘from‘ cut'a furnace-Waltz tapping a r‘e‘p‘refe" 
sentatiyeuceaftibnlisr?uegasess; Apipe'a'simeets 
‘8W’ outside“ the ‘furnace warms“ T connection’; 

tam'pressure-Igiven‘it by‘a‘liquid"operatingvacuum‘ 
pump '84 commercially known as a “Hi'ztbf’purh'ri,” 
and obtaining“ wateifsupply from‘ an“ indicated 
source‘ 8‘5‘," ca'rrie's’ the'?ii'e" gas into" awasliing" and‘ 
scruilbing- cyiihdert? Cylinder‘ 8'6 ' i‘s‘" ?lled with“ 
water at an- times; the ueptiijdjetermined by arr 
overflow" pipe ‘8'1:- Substant?‘ally’?llihg ‘the cylini" 
der is a ?nely meshed screen 88 of a metallic ma 
terial for taking out any corrosive gases and solid 
matter. The pipe 8| descends into the cylinder 
86 below the screen and to a short distance from 
its base, causing the gas to reverse its flow and to 
bubble upwardly to the upper portion thereof 
where it is collected and forced out. The gas is 
then sucked through pipe 81 into the over?ow 
chamber 89. where it is again reversed and taken 
in through pipe 90, the pump 84 through a felt 
?lter 92 and into the analyzing apparatus. The 
over?ow, containing residue, is continually car 
ried off by waste pipe 9|. 
Thus while I have disclosed an apparatus capa 

ble of performing a multiplicity of functions, I 
further realize that it is susceptible of many modi 
?cations, and I therefore wish not to be limited 
by my disclosure but by the attached claims in 
view of prior art. » 
This application constitutes a division of my co 

pending application Serial No. 314,189 ?led Janu 
ary 16, 1940, now Patent No. 2,358,285, granted 
September 12, 1944. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 

Letters Patent of the United States is: 
1. An apparatus for supplying a gas sample to 

a gas analyzer comprising, in combination, a 
conduit adapted to communicate with a source 
vof gas to be analyzed, means communicating ‘with 
said conduit and discharging a continuous diverg 
ing stream of liquid relative thereto from a source 
for producing .an aspirating effect which draws a 
desired quantity of gas through said conduit into 
the liquid stream, a single ?aring chamber into 
which the gas and liquid are discharged from 
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said last mentioned means, ba?iing means in said 
chamber for creating a quiescent zone near the 
bottom thereof wherein said gas and liquid sepa 
rate, a portion of said chamber below said ba?iing 
means forming a reservoir for the separated gas , 
and liquid, a single over?ow outlet for both the 
gas and liquid in said reservoir comprising, a pipe 
having a horizontal arm extending from said 
chamber portion and a vertical leg, a drain con 
nection for the liquid passing through said ver 
tical leg, means for collecting and supplying gas 
from the over?ow outlet tothe analyzer, and 
passage means connecting said reservoir with 
said ?rst mentioned means for supplementing the 
liquid source. 

2. An apparatus for supplying a gas sample to 
a gas analyzer comprising, in combination, a 
single Vertically elongated chamber partially 
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?lled with liquid, a conduit communicating with ' 
a source of gas to be analyzed and entering said 
chamber near the top, means entering the cham 
ber adjacent said conduit and discharging a 
stream of liquid relative thereto, a downwardly 
diverging aspirating cone in the upper portion of 
said chamber arranged to so cooperate with the 
entering liquid and conduit ‘that the liquid flow 
causes a continuous stream of gas to be drawn 
‘from the source and delivered through the cone, 
means below the cone and above thte liquid level 
for delaying the liquid fall and separating the 
gas therefrom, means above the liquid level for 
conducting the separated gas to the analyzer, and 
means for conducting the separated liquid from 
the bottom of the chamber to'said ?rst men-l 
tioned means. 

3. The apparatus as de?ned in claim 2 in which 
the gas conduction means includes a combined 
gas and liquid run-o? pipe extending for a por 
tion of its length horizontally from said chamber 
at the level of the top of the liquid therein and 
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4 
means to supply excess liquid to said system to 
make up for that discharged from said pipe. 

4. The apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 in which 
a non-?ooded chamber is provided intermediate 
the ?rst chamber and the analyzer, said run-oil? 
pipe having a portion entering said second cham 
ber vertically and terminating near the bottom 
thereof, a liquid discharge pipe for said second 
chamber, a trap in said discharge pipe to prevent 
the egress of gas and a gas discharge pipe ex 
tending from near the top of said second cham 
ber. 

CLARENCE JOHNSON. 
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